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Abstract
The Landscape Genetics GIS Toolbox contains tools that run in the Geographic Information System software, ArcGIS, to
map genetic landscapes and to summarize multiple genetic landscapes as average and variance surfaces. These tools can be
used to visualize the distribution of genetic diversity across geographic space and to study associations between patterns
of genetic diversity and geographic features or other geo-referenced environmental data sets. Together, these tools create
genetic landscape surfaces directly from tables containing genetic distance or diversity data and sample location coordinates, greatly reducing the complexity of building and analyzing these raster surfaces in a Geographic Information System.
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The rapidly growing field of landscape genetics aims to
investigate the influences of landscape features on microevolutionary processes such as gene flow and genetic differentiation (Manel et al. 2003). A promising new analysis
approach is the creation of ‘genetic landscapes’ to visualize the distribution of genetic diversity across geographic
space (Miller et al. 2006). A potentially powerful application of this approach is visualization and analysis of
genetic landscape surfaces in combination with other
geo-referenced environmental data layers in a Geographic Information System (GIS). Using this approach,
one can evaluate hypothesized geographic barriers to
movement and gene flow and other landscape features
associated with patterns of genetic diversity. Additionally, it is possible to overlay genetic landscapes from
multiple sources (e.g. different types of genetic data:
mtDNA ⁄ nuDNA sequences, microsatellites or multiple
species or taxa) to examine patterns of concordance and
to locate geographic regions that are important reservoirs
of genetic diversity across taxa. A multiple species
approach may have great conservation value in identifying geographic areas of evolutionary or adaptive potential. Examining the spatial distribution of genetic
variability within species can help identify vicariant
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and ⁄ or adaptive processes. Maintenance of adequate
genetic variability ultimately facilitates these evolutionary processes as the biotic and abiotic environments
change. Across multiple taxa, comparative phylogenetic
and population genetic approaches can reveal the geological and ecological processes that have shaped contemporary genetic and species biodiversity patterns and
provide insight into the future (Avise 1992; Humphries
et al. 1995; Moritz & Faith 1998; Riddle & Hafner 2006).
To be incorporated into conservation planning efforts,
the spatial components of such evolutionary processes
must be mapped and presented in a standardized framework (Prendergast et al. 1999; Cowling & Pressey 2001).
Overlaying and summarizing genetic landscapes from
multiple species in a GIS platform can provide just such a
framework (Vandergast et al. 2008).
We have developed a series of GIS tools to map
genetic landscapes and to summarize multiple genetic
landscapes as average and variance surfaces in the Geographic Information Systems software package, ARCGIS
(Environmental Systems Research Institute, Redlands,
CA, USA). Together, the tools contained within this
toolbox automate a series of calculations and data manipulations to create genetic landscape surfaces directly
from tables containing genetic distance or diversity data
and sample location coordinates. This allows users with
little GIS experience to create and analyze these complex
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Fig. 1 Input GUIs for the Single Species Divergence Tool and the Multiple Species Genetic Landscapes Tool and corresponding output
files created in ARCGIS.

raster surfaces with efficiency and accuracy. The development of these tools within an existing GIS framework
is more advantageous than stand-alone tools because
they utilize existing GIS data structure and standards
and produce outputs that are compatible with other GIS
layers. ARCGIS software was chosen as a platform
because it is widely used in research and applied landscape conservation.
There are four tools included in the Genetic Landscapes GIS Toolbox. The ‘Single Species Genetic Divergence Tool’ creates a genetic divergence raster surface
from pairwise population genetic distances for a single
species or marker-type ⁄ locus (Fig. 1). The ‘Single Species
Genetic Diversity Tool’ creates a raster surface based on
intrapopulation genetic diversity for a single species or
marker. The ‘Multiple Species Genetic Landscape Tool’
summarizes multiple genetic divergence or diversity surfaces with geographic overlap as three raster surfaces; an

average, variance and a count of input surfaces per cell.
The ‘Create Shapefile from Table Tool’ is a utility that creates a shapefile from a table of sample location GPS coordinates. Each tool is described in more detail in the
following section.

Single species genetic divergence tool
The single species divergence tool creates a genetic landscape based on pairwise population (or individualbased) genetic divergence as measured among multiple
collection point locations. The method is similar to that
implemented in the programs Alleles in Space (Miller
2005) and Barriers (Manni et al. 2004). A network connecting all collection points to their nearest neighbours
with nonoverlapping edges is drawn. The midpoints
between each connected edge are mapped, and genetic
divergence values are attached to these points. A spatial
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interpolation algorithm, inverse distance weighted (IDW)
interpolation, is used to generate a surface from the
mapped genetic distance values. IDW interpolation is a
commonly used technique for interpolation of scatter
points. IDW methods are based on the assumption that
the interpolating surface should be influenced most by
nearby points and less by more distant points. The interpolating surface is a weighted average of the scatter
points, and the weight assigned to each scatter point
decreases as the distance from the interpolation point to
the scatter point increases. To avoid extrapolating
beyond the spatial extent of collection points, the genetic
landscape is clipped to the extent of the original network
(sampling extent) and to the boundaries of the region of
analysis (as determined by the user). The tool will create
a raster surface with the raw genetic divergence values
and another raster surface with values scaled between 0
and 1 to allow equal weighting of multiple surfaces for
inclusion in the Multiple Species Genetic Landscape
Tool.
Input files needed to run this tool include a shapefile
of collection points (which can be generated from a table
using the fourth tool in this package), a table containing
pairwise genetic divergence values and a grid file representing the extent of the analysis area. (A grid file is the
raster GIS file format utilized in ARCGIS software).
While any pairwise genetic divergence estimates can be
used, residual values from a regression of geographic
distance on genetic divergence may be particularly
informative. It is commonly found that genetic differences accumulate as a function of increasing geographic
distance (Slatkin 1993). Utilizing residual values from a
regression of geographic distance on genetic divergence
allows one to remove the effects of simple distance on
genetic divergence to reveal regions of unusually high
or low divergence, regardless of distance (Manni et al.
2004).

Single species genetic diversity tool
The single species diversity tool creates a genetic landscape similar to the genetic divergence tool, but it is
based on within-site population genetic diversity for
multiple populations or collection points within a species. From a starting table containing collection point
coordinates and a genetic diversity measure for each
population, IDW interpolation is used to generate a surface from the mapped genetic diversity values. To avoid
extrapolating beyond the original collection locations, the
genetic landscape is clipped to the extent of the input
collection points (sampling extent) and to the boundaries
of the region of analysis (as determined by the user). As
with the single species divergence tool, two output surfaces will be created, one with the raw values and

another with the values scaled between 0 and 1. Two
input files are necessary to run the single species genetic
diversity tool, a table containing collection location coordinates and a corresponding genetic diversity estimate
and a grid file representing the analysis extent.

Multiple species genetic landscape tool
This tool summarizes multiple single species divergence
or diversity surfaces (as calculated with the previous
tools) that have geographic overlap. There are three output surfaces. From the input genetic surfaces, a raster calculator is employed to calculate a simple arithmetic mean
in each grid cell, creating a mean surface. To better
explore data, a second surface, sample variance, which
represents the dispersion of the individual species’
genetic landscape values from the average multiple species genetic landscape, is calculated. Finally, a third output surface is generated that shows the count of input
surfaces that overlap in each cell of the multiple species
genetic landscape. This count surface allows the user to
visually assess how many individual surfaces are contributing to the multiple species average and variance
genetic landscapes for any given cell, in cases where individual surfaces do not show complete overlap.
To run this tool, all single species divergence or diversity landscape surfaces to be summarized are placed in a
single folder. This folder of landscape surfaces and a grid
representing analysis extent are necessary to run the tool.

Create shapefile from table tool
The final tool is included to assist in creating the shapefile
that is necessary for running the Single Species Genetic
Divergence Tool. A shapefile is the open specification for
vector data in ARCGIS software. The tool creates a shapefile from an input table containing a unique numerical
code representing sampling points and corresponding
geographic coordinates. The table can be an ASCII file,
dbf or a MICROSOFT EXCEL worksheet. The input coordinate system is defined by the user, and the output shapefile coordinate system is specified.
The analysis steps implemented in the Landscape
Genetics GIS Toolbox were originally developed for an
ecoregional assessment of genetic divergence and diversity patterns of multiple species, aimed at determining
geographic areas of high evolutionary potential (Vandergast et al. 2008). Automation of these analyses should
greatly enhance the ability to conduct similar studies,
both in terms of increased efficiency (the processes run in
a matter of seconds on a PC with 2.66 GHz dual core processor) and accuracy (automation of analysis steps
reduces chance for user error). The simple graphical
interface and formatting requirements for input files
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reduce the complexity of the analyses and should
minimize the amount of GIS experience required to create these genetic landscapes. The Landscape Genetics
GIS Toolbox was developed using ModelBuilder (an
ARCGIS application to create, edit and manage models)
and Python scripting in ARCGIS 9.3. ARCMAP Spatial
analyst and 3D analyst extensions are needed to run the
tools. The toolbox, user guide and example files are freely
available and can be downloaded as a zip file from the
USGS Western Ecological Research Center website at:
http://www.werc.usgs.gov/products/MGL_toolbox.
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